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WITESOL is excited to announce 

the date and theme for the 

annual WITESOL Fall 

Conference. We will continue to 

update information and share 

more details. 

http://witesol.com/fall-

conference/ 

 

 

 

WITESOL invites all 

professionals working with 

English language learners in 

any context to submit session 

proposals.  

http://witesol.com/fall-

conference/proposal-

submissions/ 

http://witesol.com/fall-conference/
http://witesol.com/fall-conference/
http://witesol.com/fall-conference/proposal-submissions/
http://witesol.com/fall-conference/proposal-submissions/
http://witesol.com/fall-conference/proposal-submissions/


 

Proposal Submissions 

WITESOL invites all professionals working with English language learners in any context to 

submit session proposals for the annual Fall Conference which will take place on Saturday, 

November 5th at the Oshkosh Convention Center. The Conference theme is: Words 

Matter: Empowering Learners and Teachers (in Challenging Times). 

You may submit only one proposal per form. Additional proposals will require separate 

forms. Submissions will be accepted until July 15th, 2016. Reviews will take place in early 

August, so you should expect to hear from us in early September regarding the status of 

your proposal. ALL presenters will be required to register and pay for conference 

registration by the end of September, or the session will be cancelled. 

Before completing the form, please ensure you have all of the necessary information to 

complete your proposal. A list of requirements can be found on our website. You cannot 

save the form and you cannot make changes once the form has been submitted. You can 

copy and paste text into the form; the formatting will be done for you. 

Submit your proposal here! 

http://witesol.com/fall-conference/proposal-submissions/
http://goo.gl/forms/fgPRH0SJFd


 

 

WITESOL would like to fund WITESOL Regional Professional Development Events.  

http://witesol.com/funding-opportunities/guidelines/ 

Guidelines for Funding Regional Conferences 

 

Requests for Funding for WITESOL Regional Professional 

Development Events 

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS: 

 March 1: for PD events April – June 

 June 1: for PD events July – December (check date of WITESOL annual conference) 

 December 1: for PD events January – March 

Wisconsin TESOL (WITESOL) welcomes requests for regional mini-workshops, mini-conferences, or other professional 

http://witesol.com/funding-opportunities/guidelines/


 

development (PD) events organized by WITESOL members to provide PD opportunities for teachers, administrators, other 

staff who work with English learners (ELs) and their families. Individuals or local teams of WITESOL members may develop 

proposals for these events using the following guidelines. 

WHAT IS FUNDED: 

WITESOL will support funding for 3-5 grants of $500 to $1,000 each for regional workshops, mini-conferences, or other PD 

(up to $3,000 total for any calendar year). These amounts are subject to approval from a committee of the WITESOL Board 

and the availability of funds from WITESOL. The purpose of this funding is to support efforts by WITESOL members to 

provide smaller PD opportunities at the regional level in Wisconsin outside of the annual conference. 

WHO IS ELIGIBLE: 

Those who submit proposals must be members of WITESOL. Individual WITESOL members or local teams of members 

are eligible to submit a proposal for funding. 

GUIDELINES FOR PROPOSALS: 

1. Focus of Proposal: Proposals must focus on providing (PD) to improve the instruction of ELs and/or the capacity of staff 

or families to advance the learning of ELs. 

2. Intended Audience: The intended audience for the proposed PD should be a specific region, school district, or CESA 

(Cooperative Educational Service Agency) district in Wisconsin. PD events must take place in Wisconsin. 

3. Event date: The PD event should not be scheduled for the month before or the month of the annual WITESOL 

conference (not October or November). See WITESOL website (witesol.com) for the date of the conference. 

4. Please click here and complete the form and provide as much detail 

as possible. 

 

https://docs.google.com/a/fortschools.org/forms/d/1zfvgog-fPjusW07KHp6Bh-r0EilIa0SDNxXLOwdX7v8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/fortschools.org/forms/d/1zfvgog-fPjusW07KHp6Bh-r0EilIa0SDNxXLOwdX7v8/edit?usp=sharing


 

 

WITESOL recently announced the winners of the 2016 WITESOL Writing/Art Contest. 

Congratulations to the winners! An electronic book of all of the winning entries is available at the 

following link: 

http://witesol.com/contests-and-awards/contests/ 

 

We would like to thank the board and the judges who all worked so hard to make this contest 

possible. We also want to say thank you to Threse Powell who had served as the contest coordinator 

for the last thirteen years. We appreciate all of her hard work and her guidance to help us through the 

process this year.  

 

Pictured above is the entry from the grand prize art winner (Dana Vasquez) who is the student of 

WITESOL member, Patty Henrichs. This year's theme was "The Perfect School". Below are the 

winners of the contest at the various levels.  

Grand Prize Art: 

1
st
 Place: Danna Vasquez-Cabrera (Patty Henrichs) 

 

K-2 Writing Contest: 

1
st
 Place: Stacey Velazquez (Kari Johnson) 

2
nd

 Place: Nathan Yang (Threse Powell)  

http://witesol.com/contests-and-awards/contests/


 

3
rd

 Place: Kevin Keodara (Threse Powell) 

 

K-2 Art Contest:  

1
st
 Place: Ailyn Rodriguez Velazquez (Kari Johnson) 

 

3-5 Writing Contest: 

1
st
 Place: Angelina Xiong (Threse Powell) 

2
nd

 Place: Allan Chang (Threse Powell) 

3
rd

 Place: Aimee Li (Nancy Schumacher) 

 

3-5 Art Contest:  

1
st
 Place: Melanie Flores Arana (Kari Johnson) 

 

 

6-8 Writing Contest: 

1
st
 Place: Sahra Ahmed (Oksana Kobzar-Schweiner) 

2
nd

 Place: Kaoxue Vang (Vickie Hang) 

3
rd

 Place: Mariangelys Morales-Ruiz (Threse Powell) 

 

6-8 Art Contest: 

1
st
 Place: Mariangelys Morales-Ruiz (Threse Powell) 

 

9-12 Writing Contest: 

1
st
 Place: Marco Lopez (Lori Menning) 

2
nd

 Place: Mai Ka Vang (Vickie Hang) 

3
rd

 Place: Aureliano Luna (Lori Menning) 

 

9-12 Art Contest: 

1
st
 Place: Marco Lopez (Lori Menning) 

 

Adult Writing Contest 

1
st
 Place: Fawaz Alshammari (Katie Vernezze) 

2
nd

 Place: Mashael Al-Rasheed (Katie Vernezze) 

3
rd

 Place: Menawer Alotaibi (Katie Vernezze) 



 

 

Lori Menning (President) and Tim Dalby (President-Elect) at the TESOL Convention in Baltimore, 

Maryland.  

Highlights from the 2016 TESOL Conference - Baltimore, Maryland 

 

By: Lori Menning and Tim Dalby 

The TESOLConvention is the event for TESOL practitioners, publishers and anyone teaching English. For WITESOL it is a 

way to connect with affiliates around the world, discuss current issues we peruse and propose practical solutions that have 

been successful. This year, your representatives were able to divide and conquer the convention. Lori focused on K-12 

issues and Tim concentrated on higher education trends. 

 

What we accomplished… 

For WITESOL, we were able to secure keynote speaker, Deborah Crusan for our November 5
th
 conference at the Oshkosh 

Convention Center. We also collected ideas for our conference sessions and to improve our general organization. Another 

part of a successful conference is enthusiastic publisher support. Lori and Tim made the rounds early each morning finding 

publishers who would be a good fit for our organization. Many expressed interest and some would like to provide a 

speaker. More on that to come. 

 

All work, work, work… 

We were not the only WITESOL attendees at the convention. On Thursday evening, we hosted other WITESOL members 



at the Baltimore Hard Rock Café. We enjoyed good food and good conversation in good company while taking a break 

from the hustle and bustle of the convention.  

 

Lori’s View of TESOL 2016 

As current President of WITESOL, I attended the Annual TESOL Convention in Baltimore, Maryland. My mission was to 

collaborate with fellow affiliate leaders to learn about ideas to enhance our organization. In order to reach this goal, I 

participated in a variety of affiliate organizational meetings and events throughout the convention. 

 

A highlight was the Affiliate Leaders’ Workshop which was a full day pre-conference opportunity. This year the focus was 

“Connections Reflect Actions—Moving Affiliates Forward” which allowed me additional opportunities to collaborate with 

affiliate leaders from around the world. I sat at a table with leaders from Spain, France, Korea and Nepal. In the afternoon, 

a variety of breakout sessions were presented by affiliate leaders. I connected with my advocacy and biliteracy areas of 

interest. 

 

Another highlight was the Affiliate Editors’ Workshop. Here I was able to share how we moved to a digital newsletter 

available to all online. Also, I learned of the TexTESOL IV peer-reviewed, open access, online publications that aim to 

promote scholarship in the field of English Language Learning. Their editor also told how they use Google Analytics to 

enhance their communications by tracking data to inform how they share mailings. 

 

The convention ended with the Annual TESOL Business Meeting which was open by current President Andy Curtis and 

closed by newly appointed President Dudley Reynolds. This meeting provided an insight into the structure of their 

international organization. I made comparisons on how we hold our annual membership meetings. 

 

Tim’s View of TESOL 2016 

The TESOL convention is a daunting environment for first-time attendees like me. With over 8,000 people in one 

convention center and around 30 sessions to choose from in multiple locations each hour, it can be quite dizzying to decide 

what to focus on. My interests lie in three main areas, so for each hour, I looked for sessions that matched them. I also tried 

not to see something on the same topic twice in a row. There are two presentations that I would like to share here. 

 

The first concerns digital reading strategies. We know that readers can connect more with a physical text, but since our 

learners are going to do the majority of their real reading digitally, we need to equip them with the skills they need to 

properly interact. Thankfully, these strategies are the same ones that are used for physical texts, they just need to be 

practiced with digital texts and reinforced. Apparently, they are not transferred. 

 

The second was by Neil Anderson and Christine Coombe, who provided some helpful pointers to maintain happiness, such 

as our family connections, our friends, getting enough sleep and volunteering for WITESOL (ahem!). While some 

suggestions were unhelpful and contradictory (buy what you want, but material possessions don’t bring happiness), others 

will be familiar to most teachers (keep learning, love what you do, etc.). Research suggests we can control around 30-40% 

of our happiness, but the rest is genetic. Some people, it seems, are just born happier than others. For me, I was just 

happy to be at my first TESOL convention. 



 

 

If you would like further details on any of these, or other, presentations, please contact Tim at tdalby@wisc.edu. 

 

 

WITESOL members had a social gathering in Baltimore, Maryland, during the TESOL Convention in 

early April. Below, read about the experiences from some of our members who attended the 

convention.  

It’s Never Too Old to Learn 

 

Highlights from the 2016 TESOL conference, Baltimore, Maryland 

 

By: Fatma A. Aljarrah  

raulfatma@hotmail.com 

(Editor's Note: Fatma was one of three WITESOL members awarded a $1,000 travel grant from WITESOL) 

 



The world of ESL teaching landed in the charming Baltimore, Maryland. Thousands of teachers from all over the world 

found their refuge this year in the Baltimore Convention Center and the Hilton Hotel to share knowledge, exchange ideas 

and learn from each other. 

 

The 2016 International TESOL Convention and Expo in Baltimore was the first, and one of the most enriching experiences, 

in my life as a graduate TESOL student and as an EFL teacher. It was a great chance to network with teachers and 

educators from different countries. From the time I landed in this city and saw some of the most beautiful historical places, 

in addition to attending a good number of academic presentations that enhanced my knowledge in the TESOL field, I knew 

Baltimore managed to capture my mind and heart. 

 

For four consecutive days, starting from the fourth of April until the eighth of April, there was an endless fountain of 

knowledge that kept nourishing our minds in all areas of English language teaching. 

 

The journey started with listening to the keynote speaker’s remarks, Aziz Abu Sarah, who stunned the audience with his 

powerful speech and inspired all teachers by reminding them of the power they possess to change the world. The first day 

ended and the following three days were filled with attending presentations, networking with teachers and educators, and 

exchanging cultures and experiences. 

 

It was quite a hard mission to choose the sessions to attend. Thus, I tried to choose the sessions that would give me ideas 

to remedy the weakness of the teaching of the English language in Palestine. Also, when choosing presentations to attend, 

I focused on the topic of my master’s thesis which is using storytelling to enhance language skills. 

 

In relation to my thesis topic, I attended a couple of sessions talking about using oral storytelling and digital storytelling in 

teaching English in an interactive way. Poster presentations in the master’s forum were found to be discussing the benefits 

of using storytelling in enhancing students’ listening, speaking, reading, and writing abilities. Other poster presentations 

with related topics such as the use of drama and theater in ESL classrooms were also of a great benefit to listen to. In 

addition, the presenters provided some of the computer programs that ESL/EFL teachers could use with students such as 

Voice Thread, Go Animate, Story Bird and others. 

 

Regarding learning new techniques for teaching English in Palestine, I attended presentations talking about new methods 

in teaching pronunciation, reading, writing, speaking, grammar and integrating technology when necessary to enhance 

students’ learning. For teaching pronunciation, sessions about teaching phonemic awareness and the articulation of 

segmentals versus suprasegmentals when teaching a second language were great to attend and learn from. The Yoga 

voice training activity as well as PRATT were among the useful techniques that can be used with ESL/EFL learners to 

teach consonants, vowels, stress and intonation. Assessing pronunciation was also one of the areas where I wanted to 

know more. That’s the reason I attended a presentation about how to write a rubric for assessing pronunciation. 

 

As for teaching reading, a presentation about teaching phonics was one of the most beneficial sessions for teaching 

ESL/EFL how to read. Using the marking system by Reading Horizons, teachers can build bottom up skills so students can 

reach the top levels. As for writing, using comics for promoting literacy and encouraging students to think and write was one 

of the interesting topics presented at the conference. Also as pointed out before, digital personalized storytelling can also 



 

be used to teach students the skills of writing. Teaching speaking and integrating low achievers is one of the weakest rings 

in the circle of teaching English language in Palestine. Thus, I was interested in learning some of the techniques that can 

fulfill this purpose. Using simple tools such as Instagram and other daily life events can help students talk and use the 

language in an efficient way. Grammar is a basic skill when teaching English. I could not resist attending one of the 

sessions discussing teaching grammar. “Grammar Explorer” was a session where sponsors from National Geographic 

introduced how grammar can be taught implicitly and explicitly through topics dealing with real life and people. 

In addition to these marvelous presentation, I attended a session with distinguished TESOLers about teaching cultures to 

young children through international songs. The project aimed at collecting songs from different parts of the world and then 

translating them into English so they can be used in ESL/EFL classrooms.  

 

The knowledge I acquired when walking out of this conference is priceless. In different areas of language teaching, I was 

learning new things and techniques I did not know before such as the yoga pronunciation activity and PRATT for teaching 

pronunciation, Voice Thread for building stories and using the reading marking system to teach reading. 

Thinking about these accessible techniques, they can be implemented within the designated Palestinian curriculum. Having 

an enrichment/remedial supporting material with activities based on the techniques and ideas the presenters provided with 

adjustments to the type of students I have will be very helpful; a start to revolutionize the teaching method there. The 

teacher can refer to this enrichment/remedial supporting material whenever he/she wants and it would be accessible in all 

times. 

 

Knowledge would also be useless if not shared with others. Going back to River Falls, Wisconsin, I had some ideas in mind 

to share what I learned with my classmates and colleagues so they can use it when working with ESL students in the near 

or far future. It is a Pay-It-Forward process. I prepared a presentation summarizing the sessions I have attended with a 

highlight on the sessions that included new techniques and methods such as the Reading Horizons marking system for 

teaching phonics. After that, I talked to my professor to allow me to share this knowledge in the classroom. Regarding 

sharing this knowledge with teachers in Palestine, I have already contacted my supervisor to tell her about my intentions of 

holding workshops and training sessions to expose teachers to what I have acquired. Once I go home, I will coordinate time 

to conduct training sessions for English language teachers in the areas of English language teaching such as 

pronunciation, reading, writing, and speaking. 

 

To sum up the golden experience I had in Baltimore 2016, the International TESOL Convention and Expo is highly 

recommended for any novice or non-novice TESOL student or teacher in the field. One can never be disappointed due to 

the vast choices of presentations in all areas of English language teaching for all ages and learners. The Baltimore 

gathering was simply an eye opening experience to think about new ways and techniques in language teaching. 

 

  

 

  

 

 

   

http://www.twitter.com/
http://www.facebook.com/


 

 

WITESOL member, Jennifer Phillips, enjoyed her time at the TESOL Convention.  

 

2016 TESOL International Convention & Language Expo  

 

By: Jennifer Phillips  

jennifer@wesli.com 

(Editor's Note: Jennifer was one of three WITESOL members awarded a $1,000 travel grant from WITESOL) 

 

As the curriculum director and an instructor at a small Intensive English Program, I am a member of a diverse educational 

community consisting of fellow teachers, administrators, teachers-in-training and adult students from over 30 countries. 

Working together, we strive to foster a community that can support and prepare students to be collaborative leaders in their 

chosen academic and professional environments, guided by the principles of cultural competence, collaboration and critical 

thinking. Our student population is primarily made up of university bound students, but we also have a number of business 



professionals, community members and visitors to Madison, as well as teachers-in-training. Due to our diverse student 

population, it is rare that an ESL conference encompasses such a vast wealth of knowledge all in one space. This is one 

reason I believe the International TESOL Convention is so valuable. 

 

At this year’s conference, I attended a variety of sessions that will enhance my performance in carrying out my multiple 

roles as Curriculum Director. In particular, the sessions I attended focused on organizing professional development 

opportunities, ensuring student success in the transition to university life, and managing expectations in the high-pressure 

context of Intensive English Programs. Since returning from the conference, I have shared this information with teachers 

and administrators at my school in lunch meetings, informal discussions, and project-based meetings. Perhaps more 

importantly, though, I hope that the knowledge I gained from attending the conference will permeate the work that I do on a 

daily basis and infuse all of my daily interactions with teachers, students, agents, and administrators alike. 

 

For me, the highlight of this year’s convention was more than a single session attended, exhibit hall booth visited or 

interaction with other conference attendees – although all of these contributed to my overall experience. The highlight of the 

conference for me is something less visible, but somehow more tangible – a sense of meaning and purpose. After a week 

at the convention, I feel reinvigorated and connected to why I became an ESL teacher in the first place; I am reminded that 

the leaders of tomorrow, those that can communicate across multiple boarders – linguistic boarders yes, but also cultural, 

geographic boarders – can be found in our own classrooms today. Perhaps it is because this year TESOL celebrated its 

50
th
 anniversary, or perhaps it was because of this year’s outstanding presenters, including Aziz Abu Sarah, Andy Curtis, 

Jeanette Altarriba, and Anne Curzan – for whatever the reason, there was a special energy at this year’s convention. 

 

The theme for this year’s International TESOL Convention in Baltimore highlighted how our profession is about so much 

more than ‘teaching English’. This year’s theme “Beyond Borders”, as TESOL’s current President Andy Curtis pointed out, 

was chosen over a year ago, but is very timely in our increasingly divided world. In his welcoming speech, Dr. Curtis 

highlighted how we, as ESL educators, connect over language and a shared passion for a common goal – to better 

students’ lives through English language education. In the opening evening, TESOL’s Executive Director, Rosa Aronson, 

also discussed the importance of our field in today’s divided world. She discussed how the TESOL profession plays a 

critical role in representing the hope we need for the future and facilitating the rise of tomorrow’s leaders. These remarks 

reminded me of why I chose this profession and gave credence to my own school’s mission – “to prepare students to be 

collaborative leaders in their chosen academic and professional environments”. At times, our mission may seem too lofty to 

guide what happens within the four walls of the classroom, but during the convention I was reminded of just how 

meaningful our mission truly is. 

 

Aziz Abu Sarah, one of this year’s amazing plenary presenters and a National Geographic Explorer was especially 

inspiring. In his opening keynote, Aziz Abu Sarah shared how his journey to becoming a peace-keeping activist, National 

Geographic Explorer, TED Fellow, and cultural educator, in many ways, began in a language classroom. Aziz truly 

embodies a broader definition of ‘explorer’; he’s not an astronaut, archeologist or what may seem a typical explorer. 

Instead, he inspires people to connect and explore by breaking down walls and building bridges through communication. 

He stated that these walls are not always physical walls, but those in our minds and our hearts. In this definition of explorer, 

I think many of us can see our own students, and possibly even ourselves, as they work towards achieving their goals in 

the classrooms on a daily basis. We truly do teach, and our students learn, far more than just new vocabulary words and 



 

grammatical structures. We teaching and learning how to communicate on multiple levels that have the potential to span 

many boarders. Aziz underscored the weight of understanding this responsibility and embracing it as an opportunity. 

 

As teachers, we often stay up all night responding to emails, grading, lesson planning and thinking of ways to better 

support our students. At times, the true purpose isn’t always at the forefront of our minds - or at least mine when I’m 

grading a pile of essays late on a Sunday evening. However, the statements shared by this year’s plenary presenters really 

hit home, reminding me why we do what we do.  

 

 

WITESOL member, Jennifer Phillips, poses with one of the new 'friends' she met at the TESOL 

Convention in Baltimore.  

2016 TESOL International Convention in Baltimore, Maryland  

 

By: Adela Larson 

adela.larson@my.uwrf.edu 

(Editor's Note: Adela was one of three WITESOL members awarded a $1,000 travel grant from WITESOL) 

I was elated when I received the news that I had received a scholarship to attend the 2016 TESOL International 

Convention. But shortly thereafter, questions bombarded my mind about the logistics of such a trip. I am a single mother 

with a seven-year-old daughter. I commute to UW-River Falls five days a week for classes and work; I am working on a 

Master’s degree in TESOL with an initial K-12 teaching license. I knew going to this convention would be pivotal in my 

career and studies due to the plethora of relevant information and possible connections to be made. I was determined to 

make it all work. In the end, I was able to arrange for my daughter to take a “vacation” from school and spend the week of 

the conference with her paternal grandmother and great-aunt, whom she hadn’t seen in almost six years. Additionally, one 

of my sisters lives just outside of Washington D.C. Before the conference started, my daughter and I took time to visit my 

sister and make special memories of sightseeing in Washington D.C. together.  



 

As I prepared for the 2016 International TESOL Convention, I had a couple of questions about the conference and how to 

be adequately prepared. The most important question I had was, “what is the appropriate style of dress for the 

convention?” After asking a previous conference attendee and thinking about it, I decided the semi-professional style of 

dress seemed logical. However, in the end, I packed a variety of clothing styles so I wasn’t restricted to just one style of 

clothes but had options available. As the conference started, I noticed that attendees consisted of teachers, students, and 

researchers from different cultures located all around the world and accordingly the styles of dress varied greatly. My hotel 

was located half a mile away from the convention center and the sessions were spread out so I found myself walking about 

four to six miles each day. Comfort ended up taking precedence over my preconceived notion of “appropriate teacher wear” 

and so business casual or nice casual with comfortable shoes is what I ended up wearing most days. 

 

The second question I had was, “how do I decide which sessions to go to?” The number of sessions offered during one 

session period, much less in one day, is mind-boggling. For example, on Wednesday morning with a start time of 9:30 am, 

there were 47 sessions listed in the program; 22 of those sessions went longer than one session time (45 minutes) and an 

additional 9 sessions started at 10am, before the first session period was over. With an estimate of 30 to 50 sessions 

offered during any given time, there were tough choices to be made as to which session to attend. Wednesday through 

Friday, the first session of the day at 8:00 am was the keynote speaker and sessions ended at 6:00 pm or later. Occurring 

the same time as the sessions were Poster sessions, the Job Marketplace, English Language Exposition, TESOL 

bookstore, and the Electronic Village and Technology Showcase. Unfortunately, there was no scheduled lunch break 

during the day so unless you could handle 10 hours of intense sessions without stopping to eat, you missed a minimum of 

one or two sessions for a lunch break and/or to attend the English Language Exposition. 

 

The program book helpfully labels each session with two different icons: what type of session & what interest section it 

relates to. There are 15 different types of sessions and 21 different interest sections. However, here in northwestern WI, not 

many ESL teachers have the luxury of teaching only one age group; with a K-12 teaching license, I expect that I will be 

teaching English to students in grades K-12, all in the same school building and employed only part-time. As such, I have 

been working on figuring out ways in which I can earn enough to support my daughter and myself. Due to the large number 

of Spanish speaking migrant workers, I am focusing on English learners with a first language of Spanish with a range of 

ages from 3 years old to adult. However, Hispanics or Latinos was not one of the types of interest sections. For this reason, 

I attended sessions based on the information provided, which I believed would best help me as a future teacher and so 

these sessions were categorized as a variety of interest section types: Adult Education, Bilingual Education, English for 

Specific Purposes, Intercultural Communication, Nonnative English Speakers in TESOL, Program Administration, Refugee 

Concerns, Social Responsibility, and Teacher Education. 

 

The highlight of my experience at the convention includes five sessions that I attended. Three of the sessions I will go into 

further detail shortly. The fourth session was about teaching English to native Spanish speakers. The fifth session was how 

to get published in a TESOL journal. Both provided excellent information. 

 

The first session was the opening keynote on Tuesday evening, “Revolutionizing Education: Building Peace in a Divided 

World”. The speaker, Aziz Abu Sarah shared his story of how he transformed from a radical to a peacebuilder in his adult 

English class because he learned about the perspective and experiences of his enemies and in doing so, they wanted to 



 

learn about his perspective and experiences. Aziz Abu Sarah has worked to create peace in hostile communities through 

educational settings. This session highlighted how teachers can build peace and tolerance in their students and the 

importance of doing so. As racism is rampant in many of the small towns in Northwestern Wisconsin, one of my goals is to 

build bridges between the different cultures within a community so as to diminish or erase the ignorance and fear that feeds 

the racism. 

 

The next session that was a highlight of my convention experience was “Building a Collaborative Team to Serve Schools 

with Fewer ELLs”. Prince George County Schools, which is similar to a CESA district in Wisconsin, consists of 207 schools. 

However, in this district, there are 43 schools with low numbers of English Language Learners and no ESOL teacher in the 

school. This district formed a team of 8, full-time employed, traveling teachers that each provide ESL services to students in 

6-8 schools. This session provided a successful alternative to the current practices of the small town schools here in 

Northwestern Wisconsin where many ESL teachers are part-time. I intend to research the number of schools in CESA 11 

that have an ESL instructor on staff and which ones do not. My goal is to create a detailed plan for a traveling team of ESL 

instructors and to see if this model can be used to provide full-time employment to ESL teachers in the area. 

 

The third informative session was titled, “How to Start and Grow a Workplace ESL Business.” This was an exhibitor 

session. During this session I had an “Ah ha!” moment. This session provided me with a piece of missing, vital information 

that I had been searching for: the term “Workplace English.” I have a specific group of native Spanish speakers that I want 

to teach English to. However, I have not found a textbook that is suitable for this group or one that would require only minor 

modifications. This presentation helped to make it clear to me why the currently available textbooks are not a good fit. I now 

have a clearer and more concise term for my research project and focus of my thesis. If all goes well, I hope to create a 

textbook for this group, as one currently does not exist. 

 

There were three other people attending the conference from the University of Wisconsin – River Falls: TESOL/English 

professor Dr. Doug Margolis, English Language Transition Program Professor Diane Jacobson, and Fulbright Scholar & 

TESOL Master student Fatma Aljarrah. We will give a joint Language Matters presentation the first week of May and share 

about the conference and our experiences of what we learned. The presentation will be open to the whole campus but 

primarily attended by TESOL students. 

 



 

 

WITESOL member, Amitha Gone, and WITESOL president, Lori Menning enjoy their time at the 

TESOL Convention.  

My Reflection on Reflecting Forward: TESOL 2016  

 

By: Amitha R. Gone 

gone@msoe.edu  

Milwaukee School of Engineering, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

TESOL International Association celebrated its 50
th
 birthday and I had a slice of the birthday cake too! The 50

th
 Anniversary 

TESOL 2016 International Convention and Language Expo was held from April 5th to 8th in Baltimore, Maryland, marking 

the start of the 50
th
 year of TESOL as an organization. For me it was an academic revival meeting. 

 

The convention had sessions ranging from keynote plenary sessions and individual education sessions to poster 

presentations. The unique thing I found in this conference was the electronic village which housed presentations and small 

workshops related to the use of technology in the language classroom. The Language Expo was another attraction which 

was housed in a huge hall with booths for different interest sections in TESOL and counters for several publishers and 

organizations dealing with ESL/EFL. Tea with distinguished TESOLers was another interesting thing in the convention. 

What I gained through this experience: 

1. I had the privilege of being present in the room where the explorer Abu Aziz Sarah challenged the English 

Language Teachers to go beyond the borders and take students beyond the borders Revolutionizing Education: 



 

Building Peace in a Divided World through the language teaching/learning experience in a variety of ways. 

2. I was among the crowd of ESL professionals Reflecting Forward, Reflecting Back with Andy Curtis who just 

finished his term as the President of TESOL. 

3. I had an opportunity to learn about the history of TESOL presented in an interesting musical The Wizard of OZ: A 

TESOL Tale in which the stalwarts of TESOL themselves played roles. 

4. I was enlightened with new ideas and developments in TESOL by attending several educational 

sessions/workshops on a spectrum of topics. 

5. The presentations were especially helpful in finding out the current research/ best classroom practices and 

effective teaching techniques besides exploring future directions for research in different areas. They pointed me to 

different research methods for delving deeper doing practitioner research, as well as, to the ways of 

presenting/handling a session in conferences like this. 

6. It helped me not only to see thousands of people from several parts of the world who are involved in TESOL, but to 

also make connections with a handful of new friends with whom I wish to stay in touch and build a relationship. 

7. I especially enjoyed the interest section discussions. (The interest sections ranged from a section for materials 

writers, a section for administrators to second language writers, and a section to non-native English speaking 

teachers of English, among many others). 

Reflecting forward as a practitioner, I will watch the webcasts of the keynote sessions available online and go through the 

conference brochure further to check the abstracts of different sessions. I would like to get in touch with the presenters 

using the 'Presenter Index' and 'Email Directory' to ask for a handout or request more information on their sessions. 

Attending this conference truly boosted my energy as an ESL instructor and helped me soar above the routine of a 

language teacher to see the world from the perspective of a wider ESL community. 

 

WITESOL member, Conan Kmiecik, shares a screenshot of a web resource (Canva) he recommends 



 

for enhancing the digital literacy of TESOL professionals.  

Five Web Resources for Enhancing the Digital Literacy of 

TESOL Professionals 

 

By: Conan Kmiecik  

conan.kmiecik@uwrf.edu  

University of Wisconsin River Falls, River Falls, Wisconsin 

Over the course of my career, like many of us in the TESOL field, I have worked in a variety of roles, wearing many 

different hats. When I was primarily teaching, I was always on the lookout for new technology to enhance the language 

learning and digital literacy of my students. These days, I employ many of the resources that I investigated as an ESL 

instructor in my work life as an international student services coordinator. In this article, I will explore five web resources 

that I believe TESOL professionals should consider adding to their digital repertoire—no matter if they are working as a 

language instructor, student advisor, activity coordinator, or program administrator. These web resources will sharpen your 

digital literacy abilities and make you a more versatile professional.  

 

The Noun Project 

 

 

 

Sometimes, all you need is a simple graphic to help make your point. The Noun Project is an online repository for visual 

icons. Basically, type in a key word and the website displays icons related to that word. Some of these icons will be free to 

use, and some will either need to be purchased or used with a minor attribution. When I assigned PowerPoint or poster 

projects to my students, I encouraged them to use The Noun Project as a resource for locating graphics. In my professional 

life, I have used the website numerous times for my lessons, conference presentations, and social media communications 

to students. 

mailto:conan.kmiecik@uwrf.edu
https://thenounproject.com/


 

Suggestions 

 If your students are printing out vocabulary cards or using a program like Quizlet, have them include an icon to help 

them remember vocabulary words. 

 Some instructors use Story Cubes in their ESL classrooms. By adding icons from the Noun Project to a cube 

template Word document, an instructor could create their own personalized story cubes for classroom use. 

 In order to be more inclusive in student orientation presentations, use racially non-descript figure icons instead of 

stock photos in order to illustrate key points. 

Canva 

 

The learning curve for Word Publisher and Adobe Illustrator can be difficult for some students—and some instructors as 

well! Canva is an online publishing platform that is an easy-to-use, versatile alternative to such programs. Canva’s free 

templates, pared down publishing functions, and web-based accessibility makes it ideal for use by students as well as 

instructors and administrators. While some of the features of Canva require payment (such as some layouts and graphics), 

most of Canva can be utilized for free. Once you create an account, the website provides you with access to templates for 

social media posts, marketing material, and more traditional print documents like postcards. You never know when you 

need to create an eye-catching Facebook post to inform students about an upcoming event or a last minute holiday card for 

your program. 

 

Suggestions 

 Have students create Instagram posts of idioms that they encounter. Share these posts on a class Instagram 

account. 

 Canva has a postcard template that students can use in order to create postcard journals in order to document 

their experiences during the semester or in a summer program. 

 During international student orientation, take a group photo of the new international students. Use this photo to 

create thank-you postcards that can be shared with the students and the university staff who are involved in the 

orientation process. 

Animoto 

 

https://www.canva.com/


 

 

If Canva is publishing made simple, then Animoto is video slideshow production made even simpler. Again, free templates, 

pared down editing functions, and web-based accessibility reduce the learning curve to produce video slideshows. A user 

simply has to add images, create title cards and captions, choose background music, and select a template; the program 

will automatically add the transitions and video accouterments. While Animoto does require a subscription for full use of the 

program’s features, educators can request free use for classroom purposes. This will allow/unlock most of the program’s 

features for an instructor and their students. 

 

Suggestions 

 During the first few weeks of the semester, have students create short Animoto videos as a way of introducing 

themselves to other students. 

 At the end of the semester or a short-term program, produce re-cap videos in order to help students reflect on all 

they did during their experience. 

 Need to create an inexpensive promotional video? Ask students to submit their photos for an Animoto slideshow. 

Be sure to provide students with credit for their photos. 

Piktochart 

https://animoto.com/


 

 

Infographics, while not as trendy as they were several years ago, are still a useful genre for students, instructors, and 

administrators to explore. An infographic is a web-based document that combines information and graphics to present data 

in a visually compelling manner. In addition, infographics typically scroll downward in order to present further information. 

One website for easily creating infographics is Piktochart. Piktochart provides basic templates, straightforward editing 

functions, a bank of free visuals, and the ability to upload your own images. Another useful feature of the program is the 

ability to display segments of an infographic in presentation mode. 

 

Suggestions 

 After submitting research papers, have students revisit the information by adapting their research into infographics. 

Students can then use these infographics for classroom presentations. 

 Want to make a course syllabus more visually appealing? Try creating a syllabus in the form of an infographic. 

 In order to make procedural information during student orientation more engaging for new international students, 

create infographics in order to give students a break from overwhelming textual information. 

draw.io 

 

Flowcharts are helpful resources for visually representing steps, processes, and workflows, and draw.io is an online 

platform that syncs up with Google Drive in order to allow users to create flowcharts. If you are comfortable navigating 

Google Drive, then you should have no problems using draw.io. Once you create your first flowchart, you can probably 

think of a multitude of uses of this program in your professional life. 

 

Suggestions 

 Have students in a grammar class create flowcharts to illustrate rules for complicated parts of speech, such as 

articles or preposition, with a myriad of rules. 

 Have students in a writing course create flowcharts as a pre-writing tool to help them organize their ideas for a 

http://piktochart.com/
https://www.draw.io/


 

paragraph, essay, or paper. 

 Use flowcharts to help students understand the steps of your program or institution’s application process. 

Biography 

 

Conan Kmiecik is the International Student Services Coordinator at the University of Wisconsin River Falls. Before 

assuming this administrative role, he was an ESL and composition instructor. He possesses a dual M.A. in English – 

Language and Literature and English – TESOL from Winona State University. You can contact him at 

conan.kmiecik@uwrf.edu. 

 

 

WITESOL member, Conan Kmiecik, shares a screenshot of a web resource (draw.io) he 

recommends for enhancing the digital literacy of TESOL professionals.  

“GROWTH”? WHAT IS THE MEASUREMENT THAT MATTERS? 

 

DESCRIBING ADULT LEARNER PROGRESS THROUGH STRATEGY BENCHMARKS 

 

By: Erin Conway 

erin@theliteracyconnection.com 

Program Manager, The Literacy Connection 

It has been quite some time since I was in a U.S. classroom setting faced with standardized tests. I am an elementary 

school teacher by training, a bilingual teacher as emergency demanded and a nonprofit staffer by experience. While in 

Guatemala, the evaluation, “illiterate” was commonplace. However, while I had to agree with this assessment when I saw 

thumbprints in ink instead of signatures or sixth graders struggle to decode, I was in constant disagreement around what 

this meant for critical or analytical skills. I reflected on my own abilities in content where I had less knowledge like cooking, 

mailto:conan.kmiecik@uwrf.edu
mailto:erin@theliteracyconnection.com


and my struggle to teach my father to use his tablet to skype my brother and his family. I have a Master’s degree in 

Teacher Education. He runs his own business and is constantly constructing arguments concerning world events and local 

policy. Neither of us are lacking in critical or analytical skills in our contexts of choice so I began to question the accuracy of 

assessment and its causes.  

 

Currently as Program Manager at a community based nonprofit serving adults with literacy goals, I have the task of revising 

and creating the assessment that my organization is using to both assess incoming adults’ literacy levels and track their 

progress. The most acceptable means for grant applications is a boxed test. First, the organization does not have the funds 

to purchase this type of test at the current time. Second, the organization serves adults with a variety of content needs from 

ESL to computers. I returned to my question from Guatemala, “What types of tests produce the most useful information?” 

for a particular context or student. The answer was both exciting and frightening. “And yet, those are the moments that are 

most empowering,” I related to fellow literacy colleagues at the Wisconsin Literacy Regional Meeting in March. “Challenges 

in creating and maintaining a method of assessment that unifies both program and student progress, not to mention is 

accessible for tutor and student use without regular support were only the beginning.” I proceeded to share the following 

strategy benchmarks. 

 

The Literacy Connection is an organization that began from individual mission projects based on the “each one, teach one” 

philosophy”. This has meant for the organization that the volunteers are trained to interact, teach and plan progressively for 

one student in regular tutoring sessions, once or more times a week. However, these sessions either do not occur on a 

regular basis because the students have difficulties that arise in their personal lives, changes in work schedule or are just 

not able to organize their time in order to prioritize the learning session every week as the students work towards identified 

personal, educational or employment goals. In the current moment, my position has the unique opportunity to (re)create the 

language through which the organization speaks its mission and describes students’ steps towards their own interpretation 

of its vision. However, this means I must also be both creative and efficient in designing the assessment options for a 

volunteer staff with a range of professional and educational experiences, some of which may or may not include teaching.  

 

Both tutors and students are adults. The students themselves are identified by adult literacy levels, beginning, intermediate 

and advanced levels, which can be found on websites like proliteracy.org. Sometimes students are highly educated but 

unemployed due to citizenship or language proficiency issues, but the majority struggle to make ends meet and often have 

not finished high school either in the U.S. or their native country. For both tutor and student, a key piece to move forward is 

the identification of specific skill, but the piece most often overlooked is how to practice these skills. That missing piece 

became the first words in a developing organizational vocabulary and shared understanding to discuss content and 

strategies. 

 

Community based literacy agencies that receive Workforce Investment Act (WIA) Title 2: Adult Education & Family Literacy 

Act (AEFLA) funding are required to report out on 5 core outcomes: 1. Educational Gain: Did the student progress from 

his/her entry educational level to a higher level?, 2. Enter Employment: Did the student find employment?, 3. Retain 

Employment: Did the student maintain employment?, 4. Obtain Secondary Credential: Did the student pass the GED® Test 

and earn a secondary credential?, 5. Enter Postsecondary Education or Training: Did the student enroll in college or a 

training program? Educational gains are determined by National Reporting System (NRS) recognized standardized 

assessments including: TABE, TABE Class-E; BEST Plus, BEST Literacy and CASAS (if asked, I can explain the 



acronyms in the presentation). As my Wisconsin Literacy representative explained to me, it takes approximately 60-90 

instructional hours to move up one NRS level. The Literacy Connection, like many community based literacy agencies, 

does not receive WIA funding because our students do not show this growth. How could they? With this data, it would take 

a student in our program over a year to receive the number of instructional hours required. 

 

What were the obstacles, visible or not, that our students are, in fact, conquering? As I continued to explore the challenges, 

I carried my guiding question with me, “What types of tests produce the most useful information?” However, my question 

was drowned out by other voices. Students were asking, “Why am I not making any progress?” Tutors were asking, “Why 

doesn’t my student tell me what he or she needs?” I came to the conclusion that students seeking services through TLC 

needed to be provided strategy instruction embedded in their current literacy goal (reading/writing, listening/speaking or 

math, etc.) based upon problem solving strategies imperative for academic success. I determined that lack of perceived 

progress, as the NRS assessments would measure, is a direct result of not knowing how to structure one’s own learning. 

What a tutor may perceive to be passivity may in fact be only the effect of years of the people in an individual’s life doing 

everything for that person, or a lack of learning experiences and/or content vocabulary to express them, both positive and 

negative. As a result of strategy benchmarked instruction, students are measured through levels: novice, apprentice, 

practitioner and expert, resulting in increased interaction with instructors, effectiveness of study and progress in literacy 

content. That is useful information to measure! 

 

Currently, what do growth outcomes mean in our context? Below are short descriptions. These descriptions were modified 

from examples at www.exemplars.com. The rubrics used for recording are specific to student goals: reading/writing, 

listening/speaking, math. 

 Novice is defined as an individual who chooses no strategy when approaching a task and there is little or no 

evidence of engagement in the task present. 

 Apprentice is defined as an individual who chooses a partially correct strategy or a correct strategy for only solving 

part of the task. Evidence of drawing on some relevant previous knowledge is present showing some relevant 

engagement in the task. 

 Practitioner is defined as an individual who chooses a correct strategy based on the unknown task introduced. 

Planning or monitoring of strategy is evident and there is evidence of solidifying prior knowledge and applying it to 

the task present. The practitioner must achieve correct answers in the presented task. 

 Expert is defined as an individual who selects an efficient strategy and progress toward literacy content may be 

evaluated consistently using a summative assessment. Adjustments in strategy if necessary, are made along the 

way, and/or alternative strategies are considered. Evidence of analyzing the task and relating solutions to those of 

others’ is also present. The expert must achieve correct answers in the presented task. 

While earning grant money using outcomes based around the strategy benchmarks is a challenge, it is a language for 

every level of our organization to speak to the student progress and describe not evaluate students. Since The Literacy 

Connection adapted using rubrics based upon the strategy benchmarks, we have seen 

o Involvement of students in the assessment conversation. They make connections that make their new knowledge 

meaningful. They are excited to talk about their own learning. 

http://www.exemplars.com/


 

o Involvement of tutors in the assessment conversation. Tutors do not need to feel overwhelmed with “teacher” 

specific literacy terminology or develop content specific knowledge related to literacy components. They can speak 

using their observations of their interactions with their students. 

o More positive perception of teaching and learning accomplishments by tutors as well as an increased ability to 

structure observations and analysis of student work. Tutors are more likely to express where their student is and 

where he or she needs to get to next. 

o Provision of vocabulary and organizational structure to content already in practice. Students need a way to talk 

about their progress and the organization needs a means to express and track this. 

 

 

Please consider submitting an article and/or photo for the summer edition of the WITESOL 

Newsletter. 

 

If you have any questions or comments about the newsletter please email Kari at 



 

witesolboard@gmail.com  
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